Noted Clergyman to Give Lecture, “Date With Destiny”

Tuesday, April 10th, at 8:30

training in 1916, Dr. Sockman joined the Madison Avenue staff as an associate minister. In 1917, he was ordained to the ministry and was placed upon him the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.

The influence of Dr. Sockman has been felt in the country and Canada by means of radio. His sermons have been heard at 10:00 A.M. over the Radio Puget coming through Statiion KPLI. Before 1928 it was supported by voluntary contributions and has extended its significance each year over an increasing volume of correspondence.

Dr. Sockman’s talks offer a basic foundation in the troubled conditions of today, a help in keeping one’s sense of proportion, and a clear vision of eternal truth serving as a guide to living in an age of shifting temporal value.

Another medium of help and inspiration has been the publica­ tion of his articles and sermons. In 1924 “Of Christi­ anity and Other Sermons” appeared, and in 1928 “Men of the Mysterious,” “The Unemployed and the Useless,” “Recoveries of Religion” and “Line through God’s Highway,” containing sermons delivered at Yale, was the Religious Book Club selection for March 1942.

Program Planned
For Philharmonic Club April Meeting

A program of music will be given by members of the Philharmonic Club. The program will be announced at the auditorium on April 3 at 7:30 P.M. The orchestra will be under the direction of Miss Gladys Warren and Mr. Raimonde, with the assistance of Mrs. De Vreint Veil, Godard by Gladys Thomas.

Rose in the Bud, Forster, now at Ontario College, will be by Lilian Perdue.

Sarah Bach, Noveltet—by Emily Pryor

Lucia Elena, Mendelssohn—by Patricia Jackson

Chacon de Maria Antoinette, Rachmaninoff—by Ruth Reynolds.

The Music of the Dance, John, will be presented by Another Hour with Thos. Vander- pool—by Nicki Williams.

Garrone in D major, Bach, Min­ nett from Berno, Handel-Manza, Roon—by Mary Boeethoven—by Carolyn Mann.

Massey Elected President of Fine Arts Club

The nominating committee of the Fine Arts Club has nomi­ nated the following officers for the year 1945-1946:

President—Margery Massey
V. President—Beulah Swan
Treasurer—George W. Massey

The incoming student body

James R. Jones— Alpha Sigma Phi
Charles B. King— Gamma Phi
Audrey M. Bowers— Kappa Sigma

The American Association of University Women, through the organi­ zation of extensive member­ ship drives in all parts of the country, has been con­ cerned that women be placed in suitable vocations. The first week of April, designated as “Women’s Career Week” at the Valdosta Branch, as a service project, will be held. The program will include a series of meetings concerned with the current position of women. Members of the local branch are acting as a committee of the different interest groups to make the program of interest to the various fields to talk about their particular groups. These meetings will be held in the Administration Building of the College at hour and place assigned. The purpose of the American Association of University Women is to bring the interested groups together in the various fields to talk about their particular groups.

Spring Quarter
Sports Council Is Elected

The New Sports Council for Spring Quarter has been appointed and started work at the Student Life Advisory Council Tuesday afternoon. The absence of Pat Forrest this quarter by a vacancy which will be filled by the election held. The Sports Club is elected in a wiffie manner.

The members of the Council and their positions are as follows:

President—Dorothy Hinton—Vice President—Kathleen Greatham
Secretary—Dorothy Davis—Treasurer—Ruth Cunningham

Program Planned
For Philharmonic Club April Meeting

A program of music will be given by members of the Philharmonic Club. The program will be announced at the auditorium on April 3 at 7:30 P.M. The orchestra will be under the direction of Miss Gladys Warren and Mr. Raimonde, with the assistance of Mrs. De Vreint Veil, Godard by Gladys Thomas.

Rose in the Bud, Forster, now at Ontario College, will be by Lilian Perdue.

Sarah Bach, Noveltet—by Emily Pryor

Lucia Elena, Mendelssohn—by Patricia Jackson

Chacon de Maria Antoinette, Rachmaninoff—by Ruth Reynolds.

The Music of the Dance, John, will be presented by Another Hour with Thos. Vander- pool—by Nicki Williams.

Garrone in D major, Bach, Min­ nett from Berno, Handel-Manza, Roon—by Mary Boeethoven—by Carolyn Mann.
Poetic Pausess

To Sunday— and one more short week-end has passed. You sink on the bed—relaxation at last. You glance at the date— and then you jump up agitated. You're a story to write for the CANOPY. You sit at your desk—not a thought in your mind. You get it all finished and worded. The theme isn't brilliant or witty, but the right kind. And both hands on the clock moving forward remind you of the story you write for the CANOPY. At last you get started— a few lines you pen. The theme isn't brilliant or witty, but then you can't be particular— specially when... You write a story for the CANOPY. You get it all finished and worded. It's a big job, but, at that, it's worth it. You think about your roommate and friends will all smile. When you write stories like this in the CANOPY, they've got a lot of meaning. You look through it in vain For that terrible column where you see your name. The days slip by—it's Sunday night. And once again you sit at the same old desk. With a story to write for the CANOPY. Ed note! We want more poems by our students, so let's give out with some talent.

Stop in for a SODA or a SUNDAY at TERRY’S Drug Store “Where G.S.W.C. Meets”

SOUTHERN STATIONERY FOR THE Perfect Gift FOR Every Occasion

LUKE BROS. Take pleasure in welcoming back to Valdosta, the students and faculty of G.S.W.C.

As Always You will find Luke Bros. the headquarters for Camp shoes of all kinds— both rationed and non-rationed.

Loafer

$3.98

Others $4.

Above pictured is one of the many styles of Loafers that we are now showing. Most of all Luke Bros. give you X-Ray shoe fitting, so no extra charge. A advice—is if you can get nowhere in Valdosta except at Luke Bros.

LUKE BROS. 117 N. PATTERSON ST.

Hat Designers Run Riot in Bonnets for Easter Wear

by Jean Willis

I could write a sonnet about you... You know how... This year, as always, Easter will be greeted by bright, saucy, strange, cute, and every other kind of hats. The colors now are really amazing—and the hobbies are innumerable. Lime is one of the most popular colors this spring and lots of the hats are that color. Fuchsia, red, white, pink carnations, chartreuse—British style: they're all popular. The bright finished blue and black, are only sew for the summer, no one misses it. Then too, there are all sorts of unexpected combinations, sometimes rather startling. Some of the more conservative or prejudiced gentlemen will probably say that these are the silliest things! or words to that effect. But I'll bet they will look admiringly at them when the women are not looking. Isn't that just like a husband? But hat designers have really let their imagination run riot—but have achieved charming results. There is all types of flowers sitting atop (or in some cases forming) the hats, veils twisted and turned every way, feather, lace and TURBANS—every thing except the metaphorical bird’s nest on the hats.

There are hats which dip over one eye, hats which are hats only from the back view, hats which look like hats, hats which look like a whip of veil or lace. Then there are those which look like one of your grandmother’s favorite, only it is modernized with bright, colored flowers, veil, etc. The prim little sailor hat, originally black or navy-blue, is now quite as pretty and flirty as any other, made of different colored straws and covered with colored straw. In other words, the Easter bonnets this year more than justify any fellows singing “...I’ll be the proudest fellow in the Easter Parade...”

Romance Club Receives Letter Of Appreciation

On Thursday March 29, the Romance Language class received and read at the meeting a letter from the United French Relief Agency expressing appreciation for the clothing contributed by the students and collected by the class last quarter. After this, Miss Talbert spoke to the club and guests from the French III class on “Foreign Language in Social Work.” Miss Talbert brought out that with the program for social rehabilitation in liberated countries, the knowledge of the languages of those countries will not only prove helpful to the foreign social worker, but also would become a practical necessity to those in this country so often brought together in liberated countries, the social worker in contact with those from other countries, that their investigations would be carried on much better with a good, working knowledge of their native tongues. Miss Talbert’s speech was followed by a general discussion in which many of the members of the club took part.

DANCE Saturday Night 8:30 with International Relations Club Admission 15c

Social Calendar March 31-April 6

March 31—Saturday—Dance, I. R. C.
April 1—Sunday—Sunrise Service in Dress Park at 7:30, Vespers in Chapel at 8:00.
April 2—Monday—Sociology Club 8-9 at Log Cabin.
April 3—Tuesday—1. R. C. 7:30 to 10:30 at Log Cabin.
April 4—Wednesday—Executive Committee at 5:30, Canopy Editorial Stall 7:30.
April 5—Thursday—Home Ec Club at Log Cabin.

FOR YOUR COTTON DRESS SHOP AT THE Marilyn Dress Shop

Something NEW Something REPAIRED Take it to ABRAHAMS

DOSTA FRIDAY - SATURDAY Lights of Santa Fe ROY ROGERS Also: Carolee Serial LIGHTS OF SANTA FE

SUNDAY ONLY Double Exposure with CHERRY MORRIS and NANCY KELLY Light of the West

ARE ALWAYS RIGHT

Juke Situation Handled by Soph’s

The Sophomore class has started a fund for a new “Juke” for the Rock Hall. The proceeds from the dance were $52.62, which makes the first amount so far. Since this would benefit the whole campus, we hope other clubs on campus will contribute to this fund also. Let’s dance to music that won’t break down.

Stafford Investigates

(Continued from Page One) make bliss some persons called Bess, (who she doesn’t even know) all the time cause she’s forever saying “Well, bless Bess.” Pete Egebein has an original expression too, “ayya!” You’ll have to see Pete for details.

Now to quote Grantham “I know a secret” unquote, and my thanks to Miss Grantham. Well, I must go, and say, I hear that there will be lots of secrets in next week’s Campus Canopy (cause aren’t there always?) so I’ll see you then.

The S. I. A. S. G.

(Continued from Page One) president of G.S.W.C. who will receive the babies will attend a meeting of the Executive Committee at 8:00 on Wednesday, April 5 in Rock Hill, South Carolina, April 20th.

FOR SPRING CLOTHES SHOP AT Cowart’s Dress Shop

RITZ THEATRE

FRIDAY - SATURDAY

MARCH 31

PANEL OF FEAR

RAY MILLAND

VICTORY FAREWELL... A RAY MILLAND... A RAY MILLAND...

TIMES THEY ARE A CHANGING... A DALE ROSS... A DALE ROSS... A DALE ROSS...

SUNDAY ONLY... ON THE SCREEN

MacMurray Claudette Colbert

Also: LATEST NEWS and CARTOON

TUESDAY ONLY... ON THE SCREEN

Leavel it TO BLONDE

ROBERT MITCHUM

Also: LATEST NEWS and CARTOON

ON THE STAGE

SMILEY “FROG” BURNETTE IN PERSON

COWBOY COMEDY—SONGS OF THE RANGE WESTERN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC LAUGH—PROVOKING NOVELTIES

ADMISSION

Children 25¢ Orchestra 50c

Adults: Balcony 40c

WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

In Blazing Technicolor... Pirate Lovers

Also: LATEST NEWS and CARTOON

Added: FORK PIG in “TRAP HAPPY FORTY”
Award Requirements Met by Number of Kappas, Lambdas

The full requirement to be eligible for a Sports Club award is to make two teams and get fifty hours of practice for the year. The teams may be any of the team sports, such as basketball or soccer. For Lambdas, there will be a team, tennis, archery team, etc. Congratulations to all those who show such interest in the sports field.

Lambdas, Kappas Now Compete in Swimming Fields

The final score for the golf tournament for last quarter have been turned in and Laura Helen Downs, Lambda, has been declared the winner.

The score cards were turned in and it was found that three people had turned in a low score of 16 for the quarter. These three were Claire Carson, Lambdas, Edith Romines, Kappas, and Laura Helen Downs, Lambda. It was decided that the three would then play two more rounds of four holes each to determine the winner. Downs turned in the lowest scores of 17 and 18 for the rounds.

There were quite a few score cards turned in and the other low-scorers were Tarver, Porchet, Elsie Moore, Wagonner and Martin.

There will be another golf tournament scheduled for this quarter so everyone will have another chance to prove their ability and may win the tournament.

Sidelights from Sports Field by Dorinna Dellingier

With a new quarter come new sports and two new sports this quarter are softball and swimming. But along with these new sports there will be plenty of space on them for you to put in all those hours of hiking, swimming, bicycle riding, tennis, golf, table tennis, bowling, and softball so don't forget to do these things and don't forget to enjoy it.

There will be few more hikes this quarter than before but the weather is more favorable for it. Cairo can rest now it is said that you have a good time and you will have to be there to enjoy it.

Archery will be offered this quarter on Saturday mornings at 11:00 and there will be archery tournaments so don't forget to get in lots of practice in that field too.

There will also be another tennis tournament and a golf tournament. Maybe even a golf tournament at the country club.

Softball Hits New High in Sport Field

This quarter instead of offering two tournaments this Monday and Wednesday afternoon softball will be played for the team having the most points gained in competitive sports.

Almost everyone is familiar with this game and just about everybody has played it so we should have lots of players out for this sport.

The diamond on the south side of the Ad Building has been marked off and the first practice was held on Wednesday afternoon. For instance we expect a number of teams on softball and football five points were given to the winners.

For last quarter the points stand thus:

Basketball—15 points for the Lambdas

Table Tennis—3 points for the Kappas

Golf—3 points for the Lambdas

Tennis—4 points for the Lambdas

Total points for the quarter: Lambdas—27, Kappas—21 points for the Lambdas.

This gives the Lambdas a lead but not enough of one to assure them the plaque yet for both teams will be trying hard this quarter too.

For Well Groomed Hair

Let COWART'S Do It

Call a YELLOW CAB

Phone 1000

For a Food Build Up

AFTER AN EXAM LET DOWN

BROOKWOOD PHARMACY

For In-Between Meal Snacks

For DRUG and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Give Him An IDENTIFICATION BRACELET

THOMPSON & GIRARDIN'S JEWELERS

DINE AT ROOSEVELT RESTAURANT

GOOD FOOD—WELL PREPARED

Specializing in Western Steaks

MEET YOUR FRIENDS at the SODA FOUNTAIN at

BOB BELCHER'S DRUG STORE

Corner Patterson and Central Avenue

and Central Avenue

Silva's Macastro...Have a Coke

(MAKE WITH THE MUSIC)

The Tennis for last quarter was played Saturday, March 19. Sunday afternoon the singles matches and the doubles match were played and the doubles match was played. Rulon and Robert Lambdas defeated Martha Collins and Betty Bennis, Kappas 6-2, 6-1.

Both teams were really on the ball and it looked as if some of the games would last forever as they decided the point time after time. There was some excellent tennis in the two teams and with a little extra practice they should make very good tennis players.

At the same time that the doubles matches were being played the U. S. Open Doubles were being played and the doubles match was played with a 6-1, 6-1 victory over the "Stars". It was not all the easy way you might think it was from the score because Tarnower gave Tug some stiff competition.

The "Stars" is not one to be defeated by anyone and you can always bet that anyone who beats the "Stars" be a good tennis player. (Continued from Page Two)

Softball Sites New High in Sport Field

This quarter instead of offering two tournaments this Monday and Wednesday afternoon softball will be played on Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday at 11:00. This quarter the teams are invited to try out for this sport.

The diamond on the south side of the Ad Building has been marked off and the first practice was held on Wednesday afternoon. For instance we expect a number of teams on softball and football five points were given to the winners. For last quarter the points stand thus:

Basketball—15 points for the Lambdas

Table Tennis—3 points for the Kappas

Golf—3 points for the Lambdas

Tennis—4 points for the Lambdas

Total points for the quarter: Lambdas—27, Kappas—21 points for the Lambdas.

This gives the Lambdas a lead but not enough of one to assure them the plaque yet for both teams will be trying hard this quarter too.

For Well Groomed Hair

Let COWART'S Do It

Call a YELLOW CAB

Phone 1000

For a Food Build Up

AFTER AN EXAM LET DOWN

BROOKWOOD PHARMACY

For In-Between Meal Snacks

For DRUG and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Silva's Macastro...Have a Coke

(MAKE WITH THE MUSIC)
HONESTY BEST POLICY

At the beginning of the school year, students were allowed to bring in cigarettes. But when one thinks of discoveries, for some strange reason, they always think of the Woods that they would like for lots of students to discover.

The Canopy off the Horseshoe in the Woods is just a short walk from the College. It is a spot where files and et cetera can be kept. But there is one file that is maintained for the express enjoyment of the students on campus. This is the exchange file. This exchange file carries enjoyment of the students on campus...

There are some reasons for it.

One reason is that one can see what is happening to other students in the class. Ruby Burgamy and Carolyn Mann from the Arts Club, Snapshot Editor for the Canopy, have done a good job of saying her "piece" another person certainly has the right to say her "piece" rig h t back in explanation. Everyone should remember... Is "Stony" losing her grip on Henry Jack? Will he call her?... You'll find out.

In the next day you ask yourself this question. "Is there any one I should be ashamed to tell them to?" and if there is not then there is no reason to be scrupulously honest and in the final judgment that's what will really count.

To All Students

Those who want to learn a little about journalism and want to work on the CAMPUS CANOPY, positions are open as follows: Make-up editors, typists, proof-readers, and writers. Anyone interested should contact SOPHIOUS DAVIS or MARY MITCHELL.

The Campus Canopy

Published Weekly during the school year by students at the Georgia State Woman's College

Member

Intercollegiate Press

MARY MITCHELL

Editor

Katherine Green

Business Manager

Gladye Thomas

News Editor

Dorothy Glenn

Make-up Editor

Barbara Bell

Assistant Editor

Jean Land

Design Editor

Gladys Taylor

Associate Sports Editor

Hollie Crumpton

Advertising Manager

Henrietta Tarver, Kathleen Grannan, and Elizabeth Dyer

Merritt Dugat and Marylou Ackerman

Editorial Staff

Lynette Robinson, Elizabeth Pauley, Marcella Sterling, Maudie Maygood, Sarah Booth Frazier, Helen McCord, Catherine Williams, Julia Sellers and Elizabeth Pauley

Advertising Staff

Nell Kennedy

Intercollegiate Press

Wednesday March 31, 19...

Opinions Unlimited

Martin Speaks of Newspapers

Those things are supposed to be things that help make a democracy. Sometimes, yes, and sometimes no. Perhaps you think there is too much being said about democracy, but that's not so. Newspapers in America are probably the largest and most important contributors to all college. Where can the student get the truth if she doesn't know (or care) what the newspaper and no other place.

As long as there is no economical or political influence held over the editor of a newspaper, there is an apt to be new and government of honest opinion (which we can see in some of the college papers in Georgia). To shure there should be a censorship of what goes into a paper. How is it possible to edit a paper that is chosen for the paper should be a person who is capable and willing to print what is good.